Flashing script printout
Xperia 10 II and 4.4.0.72

ThinkPad-T480s ~/FLASH/XPERIA/Sailfish_OS-Jolla-4.4.0.72-xqau52-0.0.2.152 $ ./flash.sh
[sudo] password for <user>:

Flash utility v1.2
Detected Linux
Searching device to flash..

Found XQ-AU52, serial:QV724QBX3A, baseband:1320-5255_59.1.A.0.485, bootloader:1320-2835_X_Boot_SM6125_LA2.0.1_R.113
Found matching device with serial QV724QBX3A
Fastboot command: fastboot -s QV724QBX3A

>> fastboot -s QV724QBX3A getvar secure
<< secure: no

>> fastboot -s QV724QBX3A flash:raw boot_a hybris-boot.img
Sending 'boot_a' (18360 KB) OKAY [ 0.587s]
Writing 'boot_a' OKAY [ 0.380s]
Finished. Total time: 0.998s

>> fastboot -s QV724QBX3A flash:raw boot_b hybris-boot.img
Sending 'boot_b' (18360 KB) OKAY [ 0.595s]
Writing 'boot_b' OKAY [ 0.860s]
Finished. Total time: 1.493s

>> fastboot -s QV724QBX3A flash dtbo_a dtbo.img
Sending 'dtbo_a' (272 KB) OKAY [ 0.018s]
Writing 'dtbo_a' OKAY [ 0.006s]
Finished. Total time: 0.033s

>> fastboot -s QV724QBX3A flash dtbo_b dtbo.img
Sending 'dtbo_b' (272 KB) OKAY [ 0.011s]
Writing 'dtbo_b' OKAY [ 0.007s]
Finished. Total time: 0.027s

>> fastboot -s QV724QBX3A flash userdata sailfish.img001
Sending sparse 'userdata' 1/3 (782554 KB) OKAY [ 25.714s]
Writing 'userdata' OKAY [ 0.002s]
Sending sparse 'userdata' 2/3 (784711 KB) OKAY [ 26.794s]
Writing 'userdata' OKAY [ 0.001s]
Sending sparse 'userdata' 3/3 (169088 KB) OKAY [ 22.963s]
Writing 'userdata' OKAY [ 0.002s]
Finished. Total time: 75.587s

>> fastboot -s QV724QBX3A flash oem_a ./SW_binaries_for_Xperia_Android_10.0.7.1_r1_v12b_seine.img
Sending 'oem_a' (265376 KB) OKAY [ 8.852s]
Writing 'oem_a' OKAY [ 38.531s]
Finished. Total time: 57.360s

Flashing completed.
Remove the USB cable and bootup the device by pressing powerkey.